Petition to King George Graphic Outline: Use this outline, and the Petition to King George Graphic Organizer, to help guide your prewriting. Write your first draft petition in your social studies notebook.

*Note: your grievance to King George III will be your claim.

I  **Paragraph One:** Introduction. Be sure to state your claim in your introduction. Be sure to have 3-5 sentences in your introduction.

II  **Paragraph Two:** Include your first piece of evidence that most strongly supports your grievance/claim. Be sure to include facts from the textbook.

III  **Paragraph Three:** Write your next piece of evidence that supports your grievance/claim. Be sure to include facts from the textbook.

IV  **Paragraph Four:** Write your next piece of evidence that supports your grievance/claim. Be sure to include facts from the textbook.

***You may add more than three paragraphs to the body of your essay.

V  **Paragraph Five:** Write your conclusion. Be sure not to add any new information in your conclusion. Be sure that your conclusion ties up the important points in your essay.